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Freecycle fun   

For the past few years Wheelers  have organised a feeder ride on behalf of LCC to 

the Prundential RideLondon Freecycle (previously the SkyRide), a day when a 

circular route of streets in central London are closed to traffic so that cyclists of 

every ability can enjoy a day out viewing and visiting the sights in complete 

safety. Wheeler’s very own Mr Jones talks us through this years ride: 

‘Taking place on Saturday 1st August, the route was changed this year due to the 

upgrade of the Embankment so the start point for us was Fenchurch Street. As 

the ride leader my job was to recruit marshals, find a suitable safe route to take 

the participants to Fenchurch Street and advertise the feeder ride. On the 

morning we all assembled under the Green Bridge at Mile End and I was 

surprised to see quite a large turnout of 75 participants of all ages including many 

parents with their children, the weather was warm and sunny.  

After a short briefing to everyone regarding the event and our route we set off 

through the quiet streets of Stepney Green and then onto the Cable Street super 

highway, after a short break for everyone to catch up we then proceeded up 

Mansell Street and then into the City via Fenchurch Street station where we 

arrived at our destination and I waved everyone off to enjoy their day. There 

were seven sites around the circuit such as St Paul's and Aldwych where there was entertainment and facilities such as toilets 

and bike mechanics, the biggest of these was in Green Park with its festival village and Buckingham Palace across the road. It is 

believed that over 70,000 people took to the streets on the day. At 4pm some of the Participants met me at Leadenhall Market 

for the return ride. I would like to thank all of our marshals who did a brilliant job on the day holding up traffic at various 

junctions and keeping everyone together.’ 

 

Upcoming Events 

Monthly Meeting – Special 

election 

Wednesday 9 September – 7:30pm 

Join us as we plan what we’ll be getting 

up to over the next month. All welcome 

and visit to nearby pub from 9pm. This 

month also includes a special election to 

select our new treasurer. All members 

able to vote. 

Bicycle Maintenance Workshop  

Saturday 19 September – 11am 

Hands on workshop with Dr Bike on 

hand if you need any help. 

Tea, cake and chat available! 

More details at wheelers.org.uk/diary 
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Cycle Camping in Mayenne  

 wine? No? Then you're clearly missing out – because it can be done. Wheel     

nicknames: the Cornish Pasty, Ginster, Foxy Lady, Timmy (from the Famous Five) are the printable ones...No wonder people 

stopped and stared as we processed past in a stately fashion, my Cousin in Law, Mark in front with Maggie yapping excitedly, 

then my cousin packed to the gunwales with an array of totally unsuitable but as it turned out essential camping items. A sieve  

– "but darling it makes a wonderful potato drainer!" The little pink bucket – "perfect for washing up!" The silver cutlery – "but 

darling what on earth is a Spork? I'm not using that!" A thermarest, a rollup foam mattress, a sleeping bag, and two blankets – 

one for Maggie of course - all piled onto the back of her overladen Mongoose bicycle. She looked like she was about to ascend 

the Himalayas, and quickly gained her own nickname – Anna Purna. Mark became the Dog Whisperer, and I was the Baguette 

Lady, as whenever we stopped it was my job to stuff the baguettes somewhere appropriate.  

My husband, Richard and I had to follow in the rear during the ride despite having faster and lighter bicycles, because Maggie 

developed a strong herding instinct from day one and would bark hysterically if we overtook her. On much of the ride the main 

problem was riding slowly enough without actually falling over.  But this gave us time to appreciate the enchanting, gently 

undulating scenery, with the D roads virtually empty of traffic. The verges were packed with wildflowers, the air was fragrant 

and soft, and we rolled through agricultural France as the sole tourists in a completely different land. And then we met the 

Mayenne river, broad and stately, stepped at regular intervals by 19th century weirs and lock houses which were festooned 

with flowers and maintained impeccably. The riverside path was completely car free and rolled on for miles, gradually gaining 

in height as the locks got closer together and steeper. 

After 5 days we had got into the rhythm of the expedition. Maggie was now acclimatised to her little basket, and we had got 

accustomed to the daily packing and unpacking, and the landscape of rural France. We were getting brown and fit, swimming 

in campsite pools or going for an occasional run. However, the weather eventually changed and it was time to head back. Next 

year we are heading further south, to Bordeaux, and the plan is to set up a base and do circular tours each day - already my 

cousin is checking it out. Cycle camping is not a lazy holiday by any means, but it is a real indulgence to travel entirely under 

your own steam and the feeling of independence is hard to beat. We'll be back!’ 

Dr Bike’s Top Tips 

Finally for this newsletter we have our top bicycle tips from Dr 
Bike. This month, inspired by Terry’s tales from France, he’s got 
some advice on what tools and spares to take on a day out. 
 

‘To cover every eventuality you would need to attach a trailer to 

your bike with essentially another bike in pieces. Of course this is 

wholly impractical but the most likely problem you would have is 

a puncture so you should carry a spare tube, tyre levers, a spanner 

to remove the wheel, a pump and a puncture repair outfit (you 

may get a second puncture). Even if you cannot repair the 

puncture yourself at least you would have the tools so another 

person can fix it. 

In addition you should also carry a simple multi tool, useful for tightening and adjusting bolts and a top tip – pack a couple of 

cable ties which are useful for all sorts of minor catastrophes. One other useful item especially if you're commuting daily is an 

Oyster card – remember most trains take bikes outside of peak times.’ 

Do you associate cycle camping with Cordon bleu three course meals 

every night, a tablecloth, napkins, cutlery, and the best French wine? No? 

Wheelers Campaign Officer, Terry tells us about her recent cycling holiday 

with family in France and how all of the above is absolutely possible even 

when travelling by bike… 

‘Added to the general insanity of the plan was one more impossible 

ingredient – a tiny Chihuahua-Yorkie puppy called Maggie. Purchased in 

Cornwall, and looking remarkably like a fox cub, she soon gained a host of  

 


